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ABSTRACT
Surface lignin plays an essential role in the surface characteristics of fibre and the interfacial
behaviour of composites prepared with cellulosic fibres. The influence of surface lignin
concentration on fibre surface characteristics and tensile properties of oil palm fibre/ureaformaldehyde resin composite was studied by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), tensile
testing, and internal bonding strength measurements. Fibre surface lignin was removed by
chlorine dioxide (Cl02) treatment. The results show that surface lignin concentration was
49.5% for the untreated fibre, and then decreased dramatically to 14.1% for the fibre treated
with 1.0% Cl02. Thereafter, it decreased slowly to 9.6% and 7.6% for the fibres treated with
1.5% and 2.0% Cl02, respectively. While fibre/resin interaction was found to be poor for
composites prepared with treated fibres, it decreased progressively with composites made with
treated fibres due to reduction in surface lignin as revealed by the tensile properties and
internal bonding strength of the composites. The SEM micrographs of the fibres reveal an
increase in the surface roughness and specific surface area of fibres with reduction in surface
lignin, which is believed to have promoted better fibre/resin interaction. These results indicate
that the surface properties of single oil palm fibres can be tailored to improve the fibre/resin
interface by chlorine dioxide treatment.
Keywords: Lignin, tensile properties, composite, oil palm fibre, urea-formaldehyde resin,
surface characteristics.

INTRODUCTION
Over the years, plant fibres were gradually substituted by newly developed synthetic fibres as
reinforcement in composites manufacture because of their higher strength and better performance
characteristics. However, with the gradual depletion of petroleum resources in the last decade
worldwide, fibres derived from plants have engaged renewed interest and attention of researchers with
the possibility of replacing synthetic fibres based on petrochemical sources because of their
advantages of renewability, biodegradability, abundance, low cost, and reduced health hazard. Despite
their low strength, plant fibres can lead to composites with high specific properties because of their
low densities. Plant fibres are comprised of three major chemical components, namely cellulose,
lignin, and hemicelluloses. The cellulose forms a skeletal frame that is surrounded and encrusted by
the matrix substances (lignin and hemicelluloses) (Reddy and Yang, 2005). Cellulose chains
composed of glucose units are organised into the elementary fibrils, which are arranged into micro
fibrils with a diameter of 10-50nm in the presence of lignin and hemicelluloses (Paavilainen, 2001).
The micro fibrils are subsequently aggregated into larger units called individual plant fibres with a
diameter of 10-30μm and further into fibre bundles with a diameter larger than 100μm (Oksman et al,
2009; Mathew et al, 2005). In a study by Le Guen and Newman, 2007, the elastic modulus of natural
fibres bundles was reported to be 10GPa while an elastic modulus of up to 40GPa was reported for
single cellulosic fibres separated from fibre bundles. On the other hand, micro fibrils separated by
hydrolysis followed by mechanical disintegration gave an elastic modulus of 70GPa (Michel, 1989).
Van de Oever et al, 1999 have reported that the lateral strength of single flax fibre was higher than that
of flax bundle, and the axial tensile strength of single flax fibre approached the strength of glass fibre.
Unfortunately, cellulose material is mainly used in the form of fibre bundles in natural fibre-reinforced
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composites due to their good dispersibility and also due to the fact that complicated processes are not
required (Hepworth et al, 2000). On the other hand, some researchers have investigated the properties
of composites reinforced with single plant fibres including wood pulp fibres (Gindl and Jeronimidis,
2004; Awal et al, 2009), thermo mechanical pulp fibre (Rials et al, 2001), and recycled fibre (Rials et
al, 2001; Huda et al, 2006). These investigators reported better mechanical properties and fewer flaws
and/or weak links (e.g due to lignin or hemicelluloses between fibres) (Andersons et al, 2005; Bullions
et al, 2006; Lundquist et al, 2003). Higher aspect ratios and proportion of cell wall contribute to the
fibre/matrix interface (Oksman et al, 2009; Sbiai et al, 2008; Stuart et al, 2006; Le Guen and Newman.
2007). These results indicate that single plant fibres exhibit characteristics of a better alternative to
conventional fibre bundles, and the surface properties of single plant fibres can be better engineered
and will play a more significant role in the interface of composites, mainly due to the much larger
specific surface area (Mathew et al, 2005 ; Keener et al, 2004). There are reported studies available in
literature on the surface characteristics of single plant fibres from different pulping processes,
chemical treatments, or biological treatments (Simola et al, 2000 ; Maximova et al, 2001 ; Koljonen et
al, 2003 ; Kangas and Kleen, 2004 ; Risen et al, 2004 ; Koljonen et al, 2004). Report of these
investigators show that these treatments greatly affect the surface lignin of fibres and the final
application of fibres. However, there is little information available in literature about the influence of
surface characteristics of single plant fibre on the interfacial behaviour of composites. In the present
study, the surface characteristics of individual oil palm fibres and their influence on the interfacial
behaviour of oil palm fibre/urea-formaldehyde resin composites were investigated mainly by
characterizing the surface lignin of the single oil palm fibre. Lignin modification by chlorine dioxide
treatment was employed to enhance the interfacial adhesion between fibre bundle and ureaformaldehyde resin, while preserving the cellulosic part (Trindale et al, 2004; Hoareau et al, 2004 ;
Hoareau et al, 2006 ; Megiatto et al, 2007). The selective oxidation of lignin induced by chlorine
dioxide had been found to cause serious degradation of lignin units (Megiatto et al, 2007). This
degradation is extremely important for the chlorine dioxide bleaching of pulp fibre in the papermaking industry, of which the main object is to remove as much lignin as practical (Brogdon et al,
2005 ; Svenson et al, 2005,2006). In this work, chlorine dioxide was used to selectively remove lignin
from the fibre surface. The surface characteristics of single oil palm fibres and the interfacial
behaviour of oil palm fibre/urea-formaldehyde resin composites were investigated by scanning
electron microscope (SEM).
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Materials
Oil palm trunk fibre (OPTF) bundles were obtained from Flo Timbre Processing Co Ltd, Sapele,
Nigeria, while urea-formaldehyde resin (free formaldehyde ≤ 1.5%, gel time 80-90sec at 1400c) was
obtained from a local market in Aba, Nigeria.
Preparation of Oil Palm Single Fibre
Conventional soda pulping process (NaOH and anthraquinone) was used to break the bonds of lignin
to separate oil palm trunk fibre bundles into single fibre (Khristova et al, 2002; Rosli et al, 2003). 150g
of fibre bundle were pulped with a liquor-t-fibre ratio of 4:1 by weight of a NaOH (BDH) charge of
20% and an anthraquinone charge of 0.1% of the oven dried weight of fibres. The temperature was
raised from ambient to 1500c over 40min and held for a cooking time of 180min in a reactor. The pulp
fibre was washed with distilled water until the PH of the filtrate was approximately 7.0, and then kept
wet in polyethylene bags until required.
Chlorine Dioxide Treatment of Fibre
Delignification of fibres was done with chlorine dioxide/water solutions (0%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and
2.0% of the oven-dried weight of fibres) at 750c for 80min. The PH was adjusted to 4 with sulphuric
acid. Thereafter, the fibre was washed with distilled water until the P H of the filtrate was
approximately 7.0, and then kept wet in polyethylene bags until required. Lignin content of the fibre
was measured with the kappa number method according to the TAPPI standard (T236). The kappa
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number is defined as the amount (millilitres) of a 0.1N KMnO4 solution consumed by 1g of moisturefree pulp under standard conditions (Paavilainen, 2001).
Fibre Surface Analysis by SEM
Scanning electron microscopy images of the fibre surface were obtained using an AMRAY 180D
(diffusion pump system) operated at 15KV and 200 magnifications.
Preparation of Composites
Oil palm fibres were dispersed in water and stirred for 10min. The water suspension was vacuum
filtered using a 200-mesh screen filter to form a fibre mat of 1mm thickness, the fibre mat was oven
dried at 800c for 10min, cooled at room temperature in a desiccator, and then immersed for 15min in
urea-formaldehyde resin (diluted in ethanol and in the presence of 2% hexamethylenetetramine
(HMTA)). The dosage of UF resin was kept constant at 40% in all composites. The resin-impregnated
mat was taken out and dried at 800c to remove ethanol, and the fibre mat was then pressed at 1700c for
5min at 5MPa pressure. Finally, the fibre mats were dried at 1700c for 1 hour to obtain the composites.
Mechanical Properties of Composites
Tensile stress-strain measurements were carried out using an Instron Universal Testing Machine
according to ASTM D638. The internal bonding strength was measured in an internal bonding testing
machine (TMI 80-01-01-0002) according to the Scott bond strength method. The principle behind the
method is to measure the strength needed to tear the metal blocks apart (z-directional tensile strength)
and tear the metal gauge off the composite sample by de-laminating the composite.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lignin Content of Fibre
The lignin content of fibre was measured with the kappa number method. The number of fibre which
is a measure of the lignin content of the fibre is defined as the amount (millilitre) of a 0.1KMnO 4
solution consumed by 1g of moisture-free pulp under standard conditions (Paavilainen, 2001). Table 1
shows the kappa numbers of the fibres with and without chlorine dioxide treatment. As shown in
Table 1, there is a significant decrease in the kappa number from 12.2 for the fibre without treatment
to 8.5 for the fibre treated with 0.5% chlorine dioxide, and then it decreased slowly to 7.3, 6.6, and 6.1
for the fibres treated with 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0% chlorine dioxide, respectively.
Table 1: The kappa numbers of fibres
Amount of ClO2 (%)1
Kappa number
1

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

12.2

8.5

7.3

6.6

6.1

The amount of ClO2 based on oven dried fibres

SEM Analysis of Fibre Surface
Soda pulping is a process by which fibre bundles are separated into single fibres by primarily
dissolving and removing lignin and hemicelluloses contents of fibres in alkaline solutions at high
temperature and pressure. SEM micrographs of the untreated and treated single fibres are presented in
Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1a, the single fibre was observed to be irregular, exhibiting a nonhomogeneous surface that was covered by a thin layer of non-cellulose material, exposing a wrinkled
surface. Since the fibre cell wall consists of microfibril aggregates embedded in a matrix of lignin and
hemicelluloses, the non-cellulose material mainly corresponds to lignin (Lindstrom, 1979; Sundin and
Hartlier, 1998).
During pulping processes, the dissolved lignin would precipitate on the fibre surface again at the final
stage of pulping, washing and bleaching, thereby forming a lignin-concentrated surface (Maximova et
al, 2001; Koljonen et al, 2004). The observed irregular fibre shapes in Fig. 1 are supposed to produce a
larger contact area and stronger mechanical interlocking strength between fibre and resin. For the fibre
treated with chlorine dioxide, the wrinkled surface was more visible, forming a progressively rougher
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surface for the samples treated with 1.5% and 2.0% chlorine dioxide (Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d). These
observations indicate that chlorine dioxide treatment can efficiently remove the residual lignin from
the fibre surface.

Figure 1: The SEM micrographs of fibres: (a), (b), (c), and (d) represent the fibre samples treated with
ClO2 OF 0%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0%, respectively

Tensile Properties of Composites
The tensile strengths of the composites are presented in Fig. 2. The tensile stresses at break were
3.8N/mm2, 4.6N/mm2, 7.6N/mm2, and 10.3N/mm2 for the composites obtained with untreated fibre,
fibres treated with 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0% ClO2, respectively, representing increases by 21%,
26%, 31%, and 36%, indicating significant improvement in the fibre/resin interfacial adhesion.

Figure 2: Effect of chlorine dioxide (ClO2) on the tensile strength of composites
The SEM micrographs presented in Fig. 1 show that the decrease in surface lignin increased the
surface roughness and specific surface area, which resulted in larger contact area between fibre and
resin, and thus producing a stronger mechanical interlocking strength. This agrees with the earlier
report of Le Guen and Newman, 2007 and Bisanda, 2000. In a similar report, Bledzki et al, 2004
pointed out that the rough fibre surface resulting from maceration enhanced the wettability and form
fit of the matrix material, thus causing a better fibre/matrix adhesion. Again, the chemical reaction
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between plant fibre and UF resin mainly involves the methylol (-CH2OH) groups of resin with
cellulosic hydroxyl (-OH) groups (Sreekala et al, 2000). With the removal of lignin from the fibre
surface, more hydroxyl groups are exposed because cellulose can provide more hydroxyl groups and
thus facilitate the chemical reaction between plant fibre and UF resin, resulting in more efficient stress
transfer at the interface. The interface between fibre and resin may involve cellulose micro fibrils,
lignin, and UF resin in the presence of surface lignin, contributing to the strength of adhesion at the
microfibril/lignin interface, lignin/resin interface, and micro fibril/resin interface. Among these three
kinds of interfaces, the micro fibril/surface lignin interface is supposed to be the weakest interface
because most of the surface lignin result from the dissolved lignin precipitating on fibre surfaces rather
than the original lignin embedded into micro fibrils skeleton (Maximova et al, 2001; Koljonen et al,
2004) forming a relatively weak interfacial adhesion between surface lignin and surface micro fibril of
cell wall. This interface may be the source of cracks that lead to composites fracturing when load
transfers through the interface. With the removal of more surface lignin, the weak interface between
surface lignin and micro fibril becomes less, and larger amounts of UF resin can make direct contact
with micro fibrils, resulting in a stronger interface with fewer cracks. The untreated fibre surface as
shown in Fig. 1a was relatively smooth and covered by blurry micro fibrils. However, the fracture
surface of the fibre (Fig. 3) reveals a clearer wrinkled area after fracturing, which is an indication of a
weak fibre/resin interface due to the interference of surface lignin on the fibre/resin interaction. This
can provoke cracks development and inefficient load transfer, resulting in the disconnection of the
resin from the fibre surface. Fig. 3, however, shows a significant difference in the fracture surface of
the treated fibre when compared with the untreated fibre. The wrinkled fibre surface (Fig. 1c), became
blurry due to the presence of resin, which indicates stronger interfacial strength between the resin and
the outer cell wall of the fibre. In this case, the removal of surface lignin gave rise to stronger physical
and chemical interaction between plant fibre and UF resin, as well as stronger adhesion at the
interface, resulting in stronger interfacial and tensile strengths.

Figure 3: The SEM morphologies of fibres: (a), (b), (c), and (d) represent the samples treated with
chlorine dioxide of 0%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and2.0%, respectively
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Internal Bonding Strength of Composites
The results of the effect of chlorine dioxide treatment of fibre on the internal bonding strength of the
composites are presented in Fig. 4. The internal bonding strength can be defined as the strength in the
z-direction, such as at a 90⁰ angle to the plane of the fibre mat composites, and is largely dependent on
interfacial strength rather than on mechanical properties of fibre. The results show that the internal
bonding strength also benefited from chlorine dioxide treatment of fibre. The internal bonding
strengths obtained were 225J/m2, 255J/m2, 275J/m2, 285J/m2, and 292J/m2 for composites obtained
with untreated fibre, fibre treated with 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0% chlorine dioxide, respectively,
representing increases by 13.3%, 22.2%, 26.7%, and 29.8%, indicating significant improvement in the
interfacial adhesion between fibre and resin.

Figure 4: Effect of Chlorine dioxide treatment on the bonding strength of composites

CONCLUSION
Surface lignin is a key player in the surface characteristics of fibre and the interfacial behaviour of
composites prepared with cellulosic fibres. Oil palm fibre surface is covered with large amounts of
lignin, and relatively few cellulose micro fibrils are exposed. These conditions do not favour effective
bonding at the fibre/resin interface.
Significant removal of lignin from the fibre surface can be achieved by chlorine dioxide treatment,
thus promoting effective bonding at the fibre/resin interface by increasing the interlocking strength,
chemical bonding strength between fibre and resin, and eliminating weak interface.
Surface properties of single oil palm fibres can be tailored to improve the fibre/resin interface.
Chlorine dioxide treatment has potential for surface modification oil palm fibre in engineering the
interfacial behaviour of composites.
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